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late night bird chase, but when they run across a 
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following the crazy cats' adventures. Volume 3 of 
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Which the cats crawled right through 
To find EIGHT old car tires.

At the end of the field 
Was a fence of barbed wire



“It’s a junkyard,” cried Iggy, 
“Perhaps we’re in luck.”

They saw old smashed up cars, 
NINE doors, and a truck.

Mick said “I’ve still seen 
No sign of the birds.”

Then his fur 
stood on end 

From a noise 
that he heard…



A growl came from behind 
A big pile of logs

Then out jumped a pack 
Of TEN junkyard dogs!



The cats would need cunning.
On EIGHT feline legs, 
To a pond they went running.

To save their NINE lives, 



Past SEVEN green frogs and
SIX flies the cats raced.

The dogs were not fooled, 
And they quickly gave chase



But as they embarked, 
FOUR dogs did so too.

They came to a dock 
And found FIVE canoes
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